Integrations with existing systems
SiteInfo is most likely the best cloud-based service for
level monitoring on the market. It combines great
functionality with an easy-to-use application that includes
the uniquely usable overview page.
Continuous telemonitoring of tanks makes it possible to
control and keep inventory and logistics efficient. You keep
the daily work simple, comfortable and enable the optimal
solutions for logistics – it becomes less harmful for the
environment as well. If there is already an automated
measuring system within the company, it is often not
necessary to install a completely new system in order to take
advantage of SiteInfo. We develop customer-unique
integrations for import and export via our SiteInfo API
integration - towards customer and competitor systems.
Sitelnfo´s advantage is that the data from internal and external integrations can be collected and all SiteInfo´s
functions can be used. SiteInfo offers advanced Al-functionality to forecast product volumes. That enables a
perfect planning and logistics, based on the information in Sitelnfo about how many more days the product lasts.
The logistics can then be planned better and according to "just-in-time".
SITEINFO - IMPORT OF MEASUREMENT DATA
SiteInfo API is an integration, where measured data from external systems, which support SiteInfo standard, are sent. Our technical
support team at MCD is happy to grant access to the API-interface and will guide your developers through the integration process.
The measured data can be imported from different systems: clients, competitors, local- and station systems. The adaptations are made as
a project form and developed together with the customer.
In order to transmit the measured data, we recommend SiteInfo API. In some special cases we can create solutions towards customers
or competitors web APIs and FTP servers.
SITEINFO - EXPORT OF PROCESSED DATA
The SiteInfo API integration exports site and measurement data both current and historical by default.
Customer-unique solutions for export of site and measurement data can be developed for business systems, web portals and logistic
systems.
In order to transmit the measured data, we recommend SiteInfo API. In some special cases we can create solutions towards customers
or competitors web APIs and FTP servers.
API-INTEGRATION IS SCALABLE, ADAPTABLE AND RELIABLE
The following will be described in the documentation: endpoints, configurations, example of programs and data schemas.
The technical platform´s base is Microsoft´s RESTful API with .NET Core 3.1(LTS), IdentityServer 4 with Oauth 2.0.
We support standard XML and JSON-formats as standard.
Our developers at MCD are happy to give access to the API-interface and we guide your developers through the integration process.
We also help to develop unique solutions together with you.
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